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  See, AI helps online profiting by significantly reducing content creation time.  This allows you to 

create ebooks, reports, blog posts etc, faster that you could ever do on your own.  This enables you to put 
out more and more buy buttons, giving consumers more chances to buy. 

● But here’s the thing.  Unless you’re creating, say, a freebie optin bonus, you really should infuse the 
generated content with your own unique voice so it sounds like something you yourself wrote (and not AI).  

With that as a headsup, AI tools can you profit online by using them to: 

● Gain the ability to ask questions and get answers and have a conversation ● Automatically summarize 
background reading ● Create eMails, blog posts and social media posts ● Create awesome AI Artwork ● 
Create Videos from Text ● 150+ AI Tools to Flatten Content Making ● Take Awesome AI Artwork and Sell It 
via Print on Demand ● Lots of IM Marketing Needs ● AI and Twitter and remember, AI is always 
improving!  Thus you WANT to stay abreast of the latest developments.  Move now to: 
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 AI and Money Making – Made Simple! 

AI tools are always evolving!  So it makes sense to capture the BEST online mentions FIRST. 
Following are some of the MOST Useful I’ve uncovered.  First, visit one of the BIGGEST AI Tool directories 
(updated daily!), and mosey your way around.  Then move to social updates like: 

● Twitter AI Marketing Tweets     ●  Reddit ChatGPT 

  ● Twitter AI eMail Tweets       ●  Reddit AI Marketing 

    ● Twitter AI Video Tweets           ●  Reddit Prompt Engineering 

     ● Twitter AI SEO Tweets               ●  Reddit Microsoft Bing 

     ● Twitter AI Make Money Tweets              ●  Reddit Google Bard Search 

   ● Twitter AI Blogging Tweets          ●  Reddit Artificial Intelligence 

  ● Twitter AI Copywriting Tweets      ●  Reddit AI Art 

● YouTube Visual AI Marketing Videos  ●  Reddit Open AI 

Finally, move to resources that show you how to make money with AI today!  Finish with: 

 

Armed with the above, let’s now add to it resources you can use today!  Move to: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
And finally, move to: 
 

Open your mind… and see WHERE your mind takes you to via these sites! 

• 6 Side Hustles That Pay +$850 Per Day Using Chat GPT (OpenAI, Video) 
• 15 GENIUS Ways To Make Money with ChatGPT (Must See!) 
• 19 Best Ways To Make Money Online With AI Tools 

• 30+ Best AI Tools to Make Money Plus Proven Ways to Monetize AI 
• AI Gold Rush: How to Make Money off AI and Machine Learning!  
• ChatGPT-like AI trained on your Shopify store 
• How MidJourney Art can Make You Rich 
• How to Compete with and Beat the All the Other PoD and Soon-to-Be Vendors 
• Unique Ideas to Make Money with AI Art 

But you’re not done yet – now it’s time for: 

 

Step 3.)  Take Advantage of These AI Money Making Ideas You Can Use Today!  

Step 1.)  Understand How AI Can Help Online Profiting 

 

Your next steps are to use this resource for to spark your mind for making money! 

* Visit the resources above.  Make sure to bookmark the best ones for you.  Click HERE for help on doing so. 

* Switch on your Money Making Hat… and see how AI will help you best.  Revisit the BIGGEST AI Tool 
directories and see if any of THOSE tools would shorten your journey to becoming profitable online as well. 

* Don’t forget about Fiverr!   Check out this search for AI art and this search for AI video … you can become a 
Gig provider at this site as well.  Truly, your options really are unlimited for finding what works best for *you*. 

* Remember – ideas are useless unless you put them into action.  Go forth and make things happen 
today! 

Your Next Steps 

 

Step 2.)  Find Some of The BEST Social Resources to AI & Marketing 



 
 

 
The VERY Best eMail Group Coaching… Click HERE! 
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Additional Marketing Goodies! 

Did you take advantage of them all? 
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The eSquared Club by DAB:  Premium PLR 
for those Entrepreneurs and Executives who 

demand the best... at Wholesale Prices 

Check it out here! 
 

Not to mention… 

Think of something that *everyone* now uses. 

🔥 Is it online email? ➭➭➭ <insert Theme to Jaws here> 

🔥🔥Is it online entertainment? ➭➭➭➭ <insert Theme to Jeopardy here> 

🔥🔥🔥Would you believe….➭➭➭➭➭➭<insert Dramatic Pause here> 

It’s something even *more* simple and basic??  Well then…. <insert Theme to Mission Impossible! here> 
 

 
http://dabcoaching.com/simple1  



 

And AI Prompts, Crave you?  
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Paste These AI Prompts into ChatGPT! 

 

Are you new to AI and how it can increase profits?  Check out these prompts below! 

How can AI be used to optimize online advertising campaigns for maximum ROI? 

What are some AI-powered tools that can help online businesses increase their sales conversion 

rates? 

How can AI be used to analyze customer data and identify new sales opportunities? 

What are some of the most effective ways to use AI to increase online sales? 

How can AI be used to personalize online shopping experiences and increase customer loyalty? 

What are some AI-powered pricing strategies that can help online businesses increase their 

profits?  

What are some AI-powered fraud prevention techniques that can help online businesses protect 

their profits? 

How can AI be used to optimize online product recommendations and cross-selling? 

How can AI be used to improve customer retention and reduce churn? 

What are some AI-powered techniques for improving online customer service and support? 

What are some AI-powered techniques for optimizing pricing and revenue management? 

How can AI be used to identify and prevent customer complaints and negative reviews? 

What are some AI-powered techniques for optimizing online product recommendations and 

upselling? 

How can AI be used to improve website load times and reduce bounce rates? 

What are some AI-powered tools that can help online businesses analyze and predict customer 

behavior? 

What are some of the most popular AI-powered tools and applications for online businesses?  

What are some examples of successful AI implementations in the online retail space? 

How can AI help with online marketing and advertising? 

What are the ethical implications of using AI in online business?  

What are some of the challenges associated with implementing AI in an online business? 

How can chatbots and other AI-powered customer service tools benefit online businesses?  

What is predictive analytics, and how can it be used to make more informed business decisions? 

How can AI be used to personalize online shopping experiences for individual customers? 

How can AI be used to improve online security and fraud prevention?  

What are some of the biggest misconceptions about AI and online business? 

How can AI be used to streamline online payment and checkout processes? 



 

And We’d Be Remiss If We Never Told You About: 

  

One of the Smartest Peoples in the Industry!! 

 

Kurt Melvin was building SEO’ed pages ‘waaay back in the early 2000s… and I joined his group 
back then as well. 

Since then, he has evolved with the times… and focuses on AI, content creation and so much 
much more… the mind boggles.   For example, look at this free resource for creating prompts: 

 
But if you REALLY want to get EVERYTHING the man offers, check out this page.  It sells itself! 
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Finally… Take Advantage of Grand Marketing Resources Online! 

 

Network with the BEST! 

 
Ever wish you could discover excellent marketing resources online?  Well then, walk this way! 

Vendor Platforms: 

• WarriorPlus Official 

• JVzoo Official 

• Clickbank Official 

AI/Individual/General Marketing Resources: 

• Nothing Held Back  hands-down the very best free resource; serious entrepreneurs only! 

• Dennis Becker IM Inside Track 

• Andie Brocklehurst’s CyberHustles 

• Arun’s Secret Tribe of Marketing Miscreants (not for the faint of heart but 140% valuable) 

• Ben Adkins Digital Marketing Agency Owners 

• Marlon Sanders InfoProduct Profits Mastermind 

• Paul Myers Paul’s Pub 

• 100+ Free Marketing Resources 

Copywriting Resources: 

• Cult of Copy 

• The Copywriting Women’s Club 

YouTube Video Marketing Resources: 

• Brian Johnson Tube Ritual 

• Benjamin Bloor’s TubeReport 

Etsy Marketing Resources: 

• My Print Empire  (group for fantastic paid course – Barb Ling is a member there) 

• Everbee Etsy Selling Resources 

eCommerce Resources: 

• 35 Excellent Free eCom Resources 

Autoresponder Resources: 

• aWeber Blog 

• GetResponse Blog 

 Remember… Money Loves Speed.  

So Get Up To Marketing Speed… Starting Today! 
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